
Improving Productivity 
Remotely with Insightful

Case Study: 


Housing Authority of Bergen County

Discover how Insightful enabled the Housing Authority of Bergen County 

to shift to remote work while keeping productivity at a high level.
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C a s e  S t u d y :  H o u s i n g  A u t h o r i t y

Joe D’Angelo, Information Systems Specialist

"We were looking for a modern, user-friendly solution and we stumbled 

upon Insightful. We tried it, loved it, and jumped on board pretty quickly."

HABC Before Insightful

The Housing Authority of Bergen County (HABC) is a public housing agency in New Jersey. They have 

one main office, and multiple field offices around the county. Before the pandemic their entire team 

worked from the office; however a rapid shift to working from home was needed once COVID hit. 



It's unusual for a government agency to work remotely. This presented additional challenges for 

HABC as their team grappled with accountability, timesheets and proving to their board that 

consistent productivity was possible remotely.



HABC had a payroll system in place that enabled employees to clock in and out, but they needed 

greater visibility into the daily activities of their newly-remote workforce. So they turned to 

Insightful.

Favorite Features:

Being able to understand employee activity status and productivity enables HABC to easily 

manage daily operations remotely.

Real-Time Productivity Insights

Automated weekly and monthly reports provide HABC managers with the most relevant and 

insightful employee data so they can see their team’s progress.

Automated Reports

Activity insights makes it simple for HABC managers to gain visibility into the tasks and projects 

team members are working on each day.

Activity Insights
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Seamlessly Introducing & Implementing Insightful

When it came to implementation, HABC communicated the use of Insightful clearly to their entire 

team from the outset.



HABC leadership emphasized that Insightful was being adopted to enable remote work. They 

explained the software would be used for aggregated productivity insights, not to monitor every 

employee action.



Initially, some HABC employees had reservations about Insightful. But any concerns quickly 

dissipated once employees understood how Insightful would be used and how the software protects 

sensitive data. 

“It’s a way to quantify the work that’s being done, and having the data to 

backup what’s done is really a game changer.”

Joe D’Angelo, Information Systems Specialist

Boosting Productivity One Day at a Time

HABC employees had strong productivity levels from the outset, but managers noticed a meaningful 

productivity bump after the implementation of Insightful. 



Insightful helped HABC enhance productivity by giving them the ability to measure team 

performance over time, analyze productivity in real-time, and identify productivity trends.



HABC doesn't intend to work fully remote forever. As staff return to the office, though, HABC will 

continue to use Insightful. This is because HABC leadership recognizes that the data Insightful 

provides is highly valuable regardless of location.
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Insightful Has Your Back Wherever You Work

Activity insights, automated time tracking, and screenshots help you understand your 

team’s priorities and how projects are progressing.

Stay on Top of Projects and Tasks

Understand how your team works throughout the day, spot trends and patterns, and 

balance workloads with in-depth productivity insights.

Deep Productivity Insights

Boost Your Team's Productivity with Insightful

Insightful has all the features you need to understand how your 

team works – and what they need to be their productive best.

Learn More

Employees using a combination of devices and split between the home and office? 

No problem. Insightful seamlessly captures data across hybrid work environments.

Consistent Data in Hybrid Settings
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